Saturn sky viper hood

All of the parts that we build for the Saturn Sky are shipped primed and ready for paint.
Shipping costs vary widely depending on the product and where you live, we also ship
internationally so please contact us for further information. Saturn Sky All of the parts that we
build for the Saturn Sky are shipped primed and ready for paint. The center inlet hood that we
have designed for the Saturn Sky can be ordered with or without the center inlet spear. We can
also remove the openings that use the factory hood vents from your old hood if you prefer. The
all weather hardtop that we have designed and built for the Saturn Sky allows you to enjoy the
car on the street as well as on track days in all kinds of weather. We ship this hardtop complete
with weather stripping, side windows, all fasteners required and a lockable rear acrylic hatch.
The center outlet diffuser fascia that we have designed for the Saturn Sky replaces the stock
fascia. We ship this product complete with the LED reverse light installed. We can also paint the
fascia for you for an extra charge that varies by color, so please contact us for pricing. The side
skirts that we have designed for the Saturn Sky gives the car a more aggressive stance and
shares much of the same design as the side skirts we build for the Solstice. They will fit both
the Sky Redline as well as the base model. The fascia that we have designed for the Saturn Sky
is made from hand laid fiberglass and replaces the stock fascia. We can paint the fascia for you
for an extra charge, that varies by color, so please contact us for pricing. These hand laid
fiberglass fenders for your Saturn Sky are functional and will allow cool air to move through the
engine bay. The attached screen over the opening enhances the look and is included in your
order. As with all of the parts that we offer they are ready for paint. Our front splitter for the
Saturn Sky really makes the roadster look sleeker and takes some of the bluntness from the
front. It comes complete with a lower bracket bonded to the bottom that screws in place to give
it the stiffness needed to be fully functional. The Viper inspired hood that we have designed for
the Saturn Sky is fully functional with screened air intakes and heat extraction vents. The hand
laid fiberglass piece enhances the crisp edges and lines of the car. The built in rain guard helps
prevent water from getting where it doesn't belong. The more substance inside the better it
cleans the exhaust gasses. The sound quality is much better. This particular manufacturer
makes this unit to last. Each individual coil is tack welded. The new center console is made
from several layers of fiberglass and features 2 cup holders and a raised area arm rest. This
makes it more comfortable to rest your arm on the console while driving and gives you a place
to set your drinks that is a little more convienant. We have tested this on several customers that
have stopped by the shop and have found that it fits with all of the body types that have sat with
it in the car. Is it going to drop your quarter mile times? We have brand new valve cover cores
come in and then carefully prepare each one for the powder coating process. The new Hook slot
face pattern is now available for Solstice and Sky Rotors. Developed in professional
motorsports, the Hook slot provides the initial pad bite of cross-drilled rotor, while dramatically
reducing concerns over premature cracking at elevated temperatures. The Hook slot design
offers some advantages over other grooved or slotted rotors; greater initial bite, superior pad
cleaning, faster pad release and reduced thickness variation. The advantages that this design
provides are faster reaction of the pads, less susceptible to pad glazing, and reduced brake pad
build up. Pick them all up a the same time and you even save some cash. Oil residue shows up
in the intake tracts over time and this residue starts to work its way through the turbo, into the
intake pipes and intercooler. As the oil coats the inside of the intercooler, performance starts to
decrease. Also this residue can build up on the MAF sensor 2. The factory did try to integrate a
way to catch this oil in the 2. What we came up with to resolve this problem is a simple catch
can made specifically for the cars, that bolts in using stock bolts. The integrated sight glass on
the catch can will let you know when it is getting full and the removalable drain plug allows
simple draining. These 4 ply high quality silicone intake tubes have been custom formed for
perfect fitment on the 2. This is the last intake tube you will ever need. Unlike the stock intake
tube, which cracks or breaks over time, this silicone intake tube will stay soft and never
degrade. Since the silicone still flexes proper movement is maintained between the intake air
box and the engine, unlike using a rigid metal tube. We carry filters for the 2. This unique
Ferro-Carbon compound combines the safety and quality of Aerospace design partnered with
the braking technology of motorsports. Much improved braking over OE and standard
replacement brake pads. Performance Ceramic â€” Luxury and Touring Compound Specially
formulated ceramic composite developed to meet the ultra-low dust, low noise performance of
OE ceramic brake pads. Performance Ceramic pads also feature a fade resistant, linear friction
profile that produces improved braking over OE with smooth engagement characteristics. Due
to the dramatic friction levels produced by this product to achieve race level braking; rotor
wear, noise, dust and pad life may be affected. DDMWorks silicone 2. This replacement piece is
made from 4 ply high quality silicone and has been custom formed for perfect fitment on the 2.
Grid view. List view. The Variant 3 is state-of-the-art technology for the skilled and experienced

driver. This vertical door kit is complete with everything you need to do the install on your Sky.
This kit was developed for the enthusiasts who enjoys full volume exhaust notes. Stability is
important for proper ring seal, reduced friction, and quiet operation. Each skirt shape is
designed for a specific running clearance, based on coefficient of thermal expansion of the
piston alloy. Some forging alloys expand more than casting alloys, but each Wiseco piston is
designed with the proper installed clearance to produce the most power, least wear, and best
seal at running temperature, for each application. Comparing installed clearances on cast vs
forged parts is not indicative of the running clearance at temperature. Wiseco engineers have a
strong background in all forms of racing applications, and produce the best shapes and
designs in the industry. Bore size notes - Stock bores can wear slightly over time which can
result in too much piston to cylinder wall clearance. At our shop we prefer to use. Compression
ratio notes - Lower compression rates are available through custom order, however lower
compression ratios are not needed for most builds. We have made it easier for you if you plan
on building up your engine and want to make sure you have all of the parts needed before you
start. This kit is all of the basic parts needed when doing engine work on a LNF 2. These are the
same parts that we replace when doing engine builds here and we have grouped them together
to make it easier for you to order if you plan on building up your 2. Universal 2. Custom
performance tune for the 2. With SP Performance Slotted rotors, you will feel the difference. Its
series of slots wipe the surface of the rotor forcing the gases to expel through the slots. The
slots also greatly improve wet weather braking by preventing hydroplaning between the pad
and rotor. The slots on SP Performance rotors are machined to the minimum thickness. This is
done to insure that the rotor strength is not compromised, keeping safety and reliability in mind
for virtually all automotive cars and trucks. This is a bolt-on, hassle free way to greatly improve
your stopping performance. SP Drilled and Slotted Rotors are a unique design offering the best
combination of cooling and out-gassing. In fact, our design is so unique we would like to go
over some of the details. The first thing we will point out on the drilled rotor is the chamfer.
Unlike our competition there is no edge on our chamfer. This is accomplished by the use of an
outer radius curve rather than a countersink. With the radius curve, or Sinusoid Curve", it
virtually eliminates an edge on the surface of the hole. With no edge, there is less stress build
up, thus reducing the chance of surface checking. This smooth surface also makes the rotor
more pad friendly by reducing the wear of the pad caused by the friction scraping against a
sharp edge. The SP Diamond Slot is a unique design in slotted technology. This design was
created to maximize the out-gassing while maintaining the structural integrity of the rotor. The
slots and diamonds are machined to the minimum rotor thickness to insure rotor strength and
integrity. The appearance of this design is highly desirable to the performance enthusiast
wanting a new look to their vehicle. After months of consulting with engineers, trial and error
and countless frustration we are glad to announce that they are ready for sale. DDMWorks cold
air intake for the 2. This full replacement piece center console that is a new piece, not a
modified original. No cores, no mess, we only offer brand new valve covers direct from dealer
that are carefully prepared and powdercoated in your choice of color, this even includes a new
valve cover gasket! Carbotech brake pads, high performance treet compound Customer
Comments: "Quote" Zinc plated performance Rotors. The zinc plating helps protect the hats
and discs from corrosion in unswept areas. Made of high quality 4-ply silicone this trifecta of
hoses is a great upgrade for the 2. This rear brace makes the back end of the Kappa feel more
predictable and solid! ARP's heat-treated chrome moly wheels studs are designed as a
replacement for any car engaged in racing, or competition. They have a tensile strength of , psi
and are able to easily handle the tremendous acceleration shock loads shear and lateral forces
elongation found in racing. The studs are sold in complete sets of 20 needed to complete the
entire car. Nuts are not included. Cadmium plating is standard for extra durability. These studs
are longer than the stock studs and require open lugnuts when installed. Open ended lug nuts
dimensions: Underhead Length in 2. Another DDMWorks exclusive is this complete, easily
installed fuel filter kit for the 2. The kit is designed to provide an extra layer of protection for the
fuel being fed to your engine. Quick cabin canopy! This compact, smart, and durable car cover
will protect your interior from the elements when you re on the go. This brace should be your
first suspension upgrade for you Kappa! Our dual pillar pod is molded plastic to withstand
cracking, fading and warping. No mounting hardware needed and instructions are included. Can
also be fitted to hold the Onstar microphone. This pillar pod is car specific. A simple way to add
some power to the car, just drop into the stock filter housing. Our high temp reinforced silicone
coolant hose kit is direct fit for 2. Innovative Interior Storage Solution! This new soft storage
system is mounted over your head in the soft top of your car. Perfect for a trip or even better if
your Kappa is a daily driver. Kappasphere exclusive. Stainless steel shift knob with common
M10 x 1. Another great way to customize your ride! This Oil Cap is one piece, billet aluminum for

2. These are little billet aluminum caps that cover up the hole in the trunk buttress while the top
is folded in the trunk. Silicone connectors sized perfectly to make the proper connections to
intercooler, no need to modify or reuse your old ones! Our Fender well trim kit uses a weather
resistant edge grip with foam rubber closed-cell bulb. The gripping portion has individual
aluminum clips which provides a permanent and secure grip, keeping dirt and grime from your
engine bay. Once installed, it is completely hidden under the hood! Installation time of the trim
kit varies, but can beusually be installed in under 30 minutes. Since racing brake fluid is
changed often before every event is recommended the dry boiling point is more important than
the wet boiling point. Special ingredients provide excellent lubricating and cleaning qualities to
help keep your brake system in top condition. Wilwood's Hi-Temp also has low viscosity to help
prevent aeration and foaming when bleeding the brakes. When installing adjustable shocks in
the Pontiac Solstice and Saturn Sky, you must drill two large holes in the trunk to reach the
adjusters. These caps cover those holes cleaning up the look and protecting the inside of the
trunk for dirt and water. This is the cup holder insert for the solstice or sky center console
madeby DDMWorks. Pay Monthly Over Time with. SPEC Flywheel ; Fidanza Saturn S Series 1.
Magnaflow Exhaust System Saturn Sky 2. Fidanza Saturn Ion 2. Fidanza Saturn Sky 2. Fidanza
Saturn Ion Redline 2. All-Weather Floor Mats with channels to trap water, road salt, mud and
sand, particularly useful in the snowy climates. The interior of a car that is parked outdoors on a
hot sunny day can become unbearable to get back into and can also be damaged by UV rays.
When the clutch with its flywheel, pressure plate, disc, throw-out bearing and release system
weaken and begin to fail to grab it might be time to consider an aftermarket performance clutch.
When your clutch gets extraordinary use on the track, temperatures surpass the levels at which
the stock clutch disc can operate and it would benefit from a performance clutch. The aluminum
Flywheels are generally half the weight of stock steel flywheels thus provide faster revving, less
drag on the engine, and quicker response then heavier Steel Flywheels. The spring rate is
progressive thus helping to maintain ride quality and the springs are cold wound from high
tensile chromium silicone wire and super blocked individually and come with a lifetime
warranty. Originating in the work force at Late Model Performance has maintained a noteworthy
high level of customer service and has made available a multifarious selection of new
performance automotive parts and appurtenances represented by some of the preeminent
names in the automotive performance parts industry. The vehicles represented range from to
the present date and our inventory is tremendous and is continually rejuvenated for the purpose
of offering an incomparable number and multiplicity of parts to meet the customer's every need.
Our 5-star service is an additional reason to shop at Late Model Performance. See what LM
Performance looked like in Privacy Policy. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this
item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact
the seller. Picture Information. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information
lulusautosupplyinc Contact seller. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:.
Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update immediately. Add to
Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. May not ship to Ukraine Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item location:. Rocky
River, Ohio, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a
new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. See payment information. Any international shipping is paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import
charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel.
Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only.
The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The
accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Condition is "New". Shipping and handling. The seller has not
specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP
Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be
shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more -

opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Taxes may be
applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered
by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. Change country: -Select- United States There are 1 items
available. LMPerformance has enhanced our line of products and parts for major car and truck
modifications with RK Sport air hoods, spoilers and body kits for many vehicle models. In
addition for those who want a more affordable variant, RK Sport offers body kits manufactured
from hand-laid fiberglass. The body kits are made up of four pieces, namely front, rear, and side
skirts. And most of them include full bumpers, yet there are some kits that include only front
bumper skirts. Each product comes with the detailed instructions and all the required OEM
hardware. And note, that to ensure the cleanest look possible, we recommend to have a body kit
professionally installed by a body shop specialist who has experience with the aftermarket body
kits. LMPerformance realizes a sporty image of a vehicle will never be finished without a spoiler.
You may have a brand-new body kit, but you'll still miss something. Offering virtually limitless
variants that can enhance your ride in every way, LMPerformance offers the RK Sport ultimate
line of spoilers. LMPerformance's goal is to offer design spoilers that can do both uplift the
style of a vehicle and improve its aerodynamics. Each single product is a reliable proof that
RKSport achieves that goal. The company produces spoilers from hand laid carbon fiber that
features flexibility and premium durability, or hand laid fiberglass, which is both lightweight and
extremely strong material. Designed for each specific vehicle, RKSport spoilers ensure flawless
fit and clean look. Available with a gray gel coat, they are ready for prepping and custom
painting. Each spoiler is shipped with the detailed instructions and all the hardware that it
needed for installation. In R. That same year, R. In and , he won two World Challenge titles in a
Corvette. Finally, in with his experiences both on and off the track, R. LMPerformance wishes to
point out to its race enthusiasts that RKSport was born and bred on the race track. It is the
offspring of racer and race car builder RK Smith. It also forged the philosophy and principles on
which RKSport was built. Pay Monthly Over Time with. RKSport Solstice Spoiler; RKSport does
not offer paint services. We have found over the years that it is better to ship the hood 'paint
ready'. This eliminates the possibility of paint damage during shipping and also allows you to
pre-fit the hood prior to painting, which reduces the likelihood of scratching or marring the
hood during final installation. The hood will arrive sealed in a premium quality, gray, gel coat.
We recommend some sanding and possible finishing prior to applying primer and paint.
RKSport makes it easy! Disconnect the struts and wiper tubing. Unbolt the hood from the
hinges and remove the hood from the vehicle. Remove all stock hardware from the stock hood
and re-install onto the RKSport Hood. You vehicle has multiple adjustment points to assure a
perfect fit. We strongly recommend pre-fitting your new hood prior to painting. This will greatly
reduce the chance of marring the hood once it is painted. RKSport has developed an effective
water management system for all our Ram Air and Heat Extractor hoods that prevents any water
that enters the scoop from making it to the intake. The water is ultimately directed to weep holes
where the water exits the hood away from your vehicle's intake and engine. Our carbon fiber
hoods ship ready to install, no painting required. We finish them in a marine grade, clear gel
coat for superior gloss, depth and UV protection. Some customers choose to add an automotive
clear coat to our finish for additional depth and gloss but it is not necessary from a protection
point of view. The Carbon Fiber Hood is more expensive than the fiberglass version but since it
does not need to be painted, the money you save on the paint job significantly minimizes the
cost difference. It is possible but you would need to modify it to make it work. RKSport Hoods
do not require a hood liner. The primary purpose of a hood liner is to protect the paint from
engine heat. The double walled construction of our hoods, combined with the natural ability of
fiberglass to dissipate heat, makes the hood liner unnecessary. We define functional to mean
that cool outside air is channeled through the hood, via a ram air scoop, and delivered directly
over the factory intake box. RKSport heat extraction vents allow a significant volume of
otherwise trapped, hot air to rise through the extraction vents where it can be released from the
engine compartment resulting in a cooler running, better performing engine. Originating in the
work force at Late Model Performance has maintained a noteworthy high level of customer
service and has made available a multifarious selection of new performance automotive parts
and appurtenances represented by some of the preeminent names in the automotive
performance parts industry. The vehicles represented range from to the present date and our
inventory is tremendous and is continually rejuvenated for the purpose of offering an

incomparable number and multiplicity of parts to meet the customer's every need. Our 5-star
service is an additional reason to shop at Late Model Performance. See what LM Performance
looked like in Privacy Policy. Driving the Sky is an enjoyable experience even without an
audience; the rubber grips the road with surprising tenacity, and you find yourself taking
ever-sharper, ever-faster turns and enjoying it more. You can feel without being punished for it.
The engine is good for in about 7. Around town, the Sky never feels underpowered, but on the
freeway, expect to drop down a couple of gears for passing power. An unusual amount of
vibration was transmitted through the shifter. We commend Saturn engineers for leaving the
feel of the old-style roadsters in place; for they could no doubt have made it as silky-smooth as
they liked. The Saturn Sky made us happy to be writing car reviews. The convertible top is well
designed for the most part; it takes about seconds to take it off or put it on, with practice, faster
than most automated setups. To take it off, you pop the trunk from a button awkwardly placed in
the glove compartment , open it, quickly rotate a handle, then just get out of the car and gently
push it back into the trunk; then you can close the trunk. Putting the top back on is similarly
quick if not streamlined. Pop and open the trunk, drag the lightweight top out until it covers the
car, then move the latch again; it gets easy to line up the top right the first time. It requires a
little muscle but not as much as the old Cavalier convertible top did. The only real problem with
the process is the running-around part; you have to pop in and out of the car and dash around
to get both sides. With the top up, visibility is rather limited, as one might expect from a
convertible; in addition to the usual massive blind spots in the rear quarters, the driver sits
fairly low in the Sky, so rear view is constricted as well. With the top down, being able to see all
around compensates for that. On the lighter side, the rear window is glass and includes a
standard electric defroster. Adding to the unique look of the Sky was the reverse-opening hood
and trunk. The hood goes up the exotic way, with the hinges by the bumper; the headlights go
up with the hood unfortunately stressing the headlight power lines a little. Since the powerplant
is a corporate GM fixture, parts should be relatively easy to get and expertise not impossible to
find. Both hood and trunk stay open easily without prop rods. Generally, the Sky is terribly
enjoyable with an open top, but there were some top-off issues. First, the bright chrome
between the gauges could cause a surprising amount of blinding glare when hit by the sun; and
then the sun also made it impossible to read any of the displays other than speed and
tachometer. The interior is generally low-key and no-frills; our base model had but two seat
adjustments, a hard-to-use crank for adjusting the recline, which, if you wanted to recline more,
also meant using the second seat adjustment, the fore-aft control, because there was absolutely
no room behind the seats. The seats are done in a tough no-frills black fabric, the floors in black
carpet, and the dashboard was mainly black plastic, with two big round gauges for speed and
tachometer the latter in a nice old-fashioned design with oversized single digits and a smaller
one for fuel level. Controlled from steering wheel buttons, it lets you know the average gas
mileage, average speed, distance to empty, outside temperature, and the exact temperature of
the antifreeze. Unfortunately, GM, in their infinite wisdom, put the two control buttons right
beneath the cruise control buttons two of those, as well â€” no cancel button! Separating them
or having more tactile differentiation would have made sense. The cruise itself works well but is
a bit awkward, with a single on-off button that provides no visual indication of whether the
system is on or off, and again no cancel button. The only small-object storage is in the glove
compartment, which is too far away to comfortably use while driving, and in a cubbyhole
between the seats, which is too far back to easily reach while driving. That means that if you
have to put down your sunglasses, EZ-Pass, change, or other gadgets or gizmos, you need to
use the passenger seat or have the passenger stow them for you. Turnpike tickets can blow
away rather easily in the wind. What the designers did provide in a two-passenger car were
three cupholders, two of which are between the seats again, behind the driver and one of which
comes out from the center hump. The unit itself was moderately easy to use, with a clever
tabbed-pushbutton interface for quick selection of AM and FM stations favorites are mixed
together to make selection faster , but again the display was easily washed out if the sun was in
the wrong place. His latest book, for kids, is Meet the Jeep. You can reach him by using our
contact form. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
David Zatz. Saturn Sky. Previous Avoiding dealer scams and unnecessary maintenance. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Leave this field empty. Hello, Sign
In! Your Andy's account is now active and you're logged in. All available coupons will be
applied automatically in your shopping cart! In fact, we carry more body kits than any other
company on Earth! We have more than 40 brands of ground effects including our own line of
body kits that we manufacture in house , and we carry body kits for more than different
vehicles! Our store is full of car body kits and truck body kits, so take a look at our fantastic
selection. Select Your Vehicle. Year RK Sport. Front Valance Urethane. Side Skirt, Right

Urethane. Side Skirt, Left Urethane. Full Kit Urethane. Dual Rear Filler Carbon Fiber. Dual Rear
Filler Fiberglass. Previous 1 Next. Not able to find what you are looking for? You can make your
Mustang look like an in-your-face rally car with huge foglights and a 'Big Mouth' style front
bumper. We get asked these questions all the time. Answer: Most body kits are either made of
fiberglass, poly-urethane, or ABS plastic. Question: What's the difference between them?
Answer: Each has its pros and cons. Take a look: Fiberglass body kits - These are the most
prevalent body kits by far. The main reason is because they're the most cost-effective to
manufacture. Fiberglass body kits are almost all made by hand, and because of that they don't
have the same precision of fitment and finish as, say, your machine-made CAD-designed
factory bumpers do. Also, most fiberglass body kits won't withstand a fender-bender as well as,
for example, poly-urethane body kits. That being said, paint adheres really well to fiberglass,
and fiberglass won't warp even in the most extreme of weather conditions. Besides that, they're
the most affordable type of body kit available. Extra note: some companies have introduced
high-end fiberglass body kits that use a specialty flex resin that gives bodykit-buyers the best of
both worlds: durabilty and affordabilty. An example of this is the Duraflex brand of body kits,
which is probably the most popular-selling line of body kits we offer. Poly-urethane body kits Poly-urethane also referred to as simply "urethane" is a techinical word that basically means
"rubber". Urethane body kits are more expensive than fiberglass ones because they cost a
whole lot more to make. The cost to develop a proto-type and mold for a complete urethane
body kit is about 12 times that of a fiberglass body kit. Urethane body kits are made out of
heavy-duty molds and are machine-made, so the precision of finish is normally solid. Also,
urethane body kits can actually withstand small accidents and stay in tact. There are a few draw
backs to urethane body kits though: 1 Paint doesn't adhere to them particularly well, so it takes
extra elbow grease to get them painted properly, 2 They are prone to warping in extreme
weather conditions, so you'd have to consider garaging them at times depending on where you
live, and 3 They cost substantially more than fiberglass body kits. Many automobile
manufactures use ABS plastic to make body panels. ABS plastic body kits are machine-made.
They're easier to paint than poly-urethane body kits, but not quite as flexible; they are more
resemblant of your factory body panels. Like poly-urethane body kits, ABS plastic body kits are
substantially more expensive than fiberglass body kits because they are so much more
capital-intensive to design and create. Answer: It depends on what material of body kit you
want. Below are our votes. Some of the most popular are Mustang ground effects, Camaro
ground effects, and Firebird ground effects. Something else to be aware of is that there are a lot
of different terms that essentially mean the same thing: ground effects, body kits, ground
effects kits, car ground effects, and truck ground effects. Q: What's the difference between
fiberglass and poly-urethane body kits? A: The difference between fiberglass and poly-urethane
body kits is that they are made from different composite materials. Both types of materials have
positive qualities. Urethane is a rubber-type material that is very flexible and will hold up well in
the case of an accident. Urethane is therefore popular for its durability. Fiberglass body kits in
general are less flexible than urethane body kits although this definitely depends on the
manufacturer , but are more resistant to extreme weather conditions. Additionally, paint adheres
very well to fiberglass, so there likely will not be paint problems with a fiberglass. Finally,
fiberglass kits are relatively inexpensive. Both composites are used widely throughout the
world for body kit manufacturing, and each has proven to be very popular. Q: I see the same
style of body kit listed under different brand names. What's the difference? A: Indeed, you will
sometimes see the same exact style of body kit listed under two or more different brands on our
website. In this case, it means that the exact same style is just made by more than one
manufacturer. Each of the body kit manufacturers whose product line we carry is an elite body
kit brand, yet each has its own unique manufacturing process. Read about this manufacturer
section under the detail product listing for each brand to learn more about each. Also feel free
to contact us to ask any other questions you might have. Q: What all do body kits come with?
A: Full kits generally include the front bumper, the side skirts, and the rear bumper. Look at the
body kit description to see exactly what is included. Some kits come with fender flares, wings
spoilers , hoods, or other styling accessories. Q: Are body kits and ground effects the same
thing? A: Yes. Ground effects, body kits, spoiler kits, bumper kits and aero kits are all terms
that mean the exact same thing. Q: What exactly is a body kit? Why buy a body kit? A: A body
kit is essentially a collection of parts that, when installed on your car, modify its appearance.
Most body kits modify the look of the front and rear bumpers and of the rocker panels on a car.
Many body kits consist of custom bumpers that replace your factory bumpers, while others
include lips or fascias that you add to your factory bumpers. Almost all body kits come with
sideskirts that are installed on top of your factory rocker panels. Body kits often create the look
of a lowered vehicle and can give your car an aggressive look, a super-clean flowing look, or a

race car look, to name a few types of styles. Out of all available modifications, body kits
probably make the biggest impact on the appearance of a car. Installing a body kit on your car
will completely change your car's look, and will certainly turn peoples' heads as you drive down
the street! Q: Do you put a body kit on over your factory bumpers, or do you replace your
factory bumpers with a body kit? A: Some body kits come with bumpers that replace your entire
factory bumpers while others come with add-on lips that attach to your existing bumpers. It all
depends on the brand and style of the body kit. Q: Do body kits fit over the existing bumpers or
replace them? A: Most body kits bumpers will require you to remove your original factory
bumper covers and replace them with the ones you've purchased normally you use the same
hardware from your factory bumpers to install the new body kit bumpers. Q: Are body kits
strong enough for a daily driver, or are they just for show cars? A: Body kits are very strong
when installed correctly. Of course, fiberglass can indeed crack if in a fender-bender or if you
hit a curb too hard, but in general they will last you a long time. For an added level of strength,
consider going with a urethane body kit if available for your vehicle. Q: Can I mix and match
body kit components if I don't like a particular part? A: Yes, absolutely! Keep in mind that it's
best to try to stick with one brand, however, as additional shipping charges may be
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incurred if the parts come from different warehouses. If you have any questions or concerns,
just contact us! Filter Your Results. Body Kits 3. RK Sport 3. Carbon Fiber 1. Fiberglass 1.
Poly-Urethane 1. Choose Your Vehicle:. Check out this video we made where we explain exactly
what the difference is between fiberglass and poly-urethane ground effects kits. Watching this
will help you to make an informed ground effects buying decision. You'll also get a close-up
look at exactly how ground effects are made! Simply put, your body kit will NOT come painted.
In this episode of Andy's Auto Sport TV, we tell you all about lip kits and front bumper lips,
showing you how easy it is to add a bunch of style to your ride. Customer Support. Contact Us.
Returns Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's. In The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts.
Andy's Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's Dictionary. Knowledge Base. Sales
Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign Up.

